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Preview 
Kate is leaving for college tomorrow. It's her first year away from home. She is leaving behind her 
comfort zone. This includes the home she grew up in, her family, and her best friend, Melanie. 
Though Melanie is worried about how things are going to change, Kate has something else on her 
mind.

Pre-reading Vocabulary List ✎

Word Definition Notes / Translation

drop everything stop what you are doing to focus on something else

wheels a vehicle to drive

tag along come with another person (or group) who already has plans

jam-packed very full 

alone time privacy

hoodie a sweater with a hood attached

bum to borrow or use without paying for

suits looks good on; to be suitable 

bugging making you feel unpleasant or uncomfortable 

got word heard information

dorm short for dormitory (a place where students live on campus)

rez short for residence (same as dorm)

a bunch a lot; a group of

drop a bombshell suddenly tell big or surprising news

First Year ✎
Episode 1 : Comfort Zone

Did you know?

When you keep something from someone, you don't tell the truth. This is a bit different than lying. It is more like not 
telling all of the information. Karen may not be able to keep anything from her best friend, but she is keeping 
something important from her dad. Find out what she is keeping from him in Episode 1.
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Dialogue ✎
Fill in the blanks with words from the vocabulary list.

Melanie:  I can't believe you're leaving for college tomorrow. Things aren't 
going to be the same around here.

Kate:  You're acting like I'm leaving the planet, Mel. The campus is only 
two hours away, remember?

Melanie:  I know, but it's not like you'll be able to just drop everything 
and go shopping anymore. Besides, I don't have any wheels.

Kate:  You can always ___________ with my parents when they come up 
to visit.

Melanie:  I know, but your schedule will probably be ___________ for the first year. Plus, you and your mom are going 
to want your alone time.

Kate:  I'll always have time for my best friend. Come on. Help me sit on my suitcase. I need to zip it up.

Melanie:  Okay. Wait, did you pack your black hoodie in here?

Kate:  No, it's in the closet. Why? 

Melanie:  I was kind of hoping I could borrow it. I won't be able to bum any clothes from you for a while.

Kate:  It's all yours, Mel. It ________ you better anyway.

Melanie:  Thanks, Kate. You know, you don't seem yourself 
today. Is something_________ you?

Kate:  I can't keep anything from you...can I?

Melanie:  Well, what is it?

Kate:  I just ___________ that I got placed in a co-ed dorm. My 
first choice was the all-girls rez on campus, but I guess it was 
full.

Melanie:  A co-ed dorm? Really? How does your dad feel about 
you living with a bunch of guys? 

Kate:  That's the thing. I haven't exactly dropped the bombshell yet.
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Comprehension Questions ☑

1.  What does Melanie think she needs in order to 
see Kate this year?  

2.  What does Kate ask Melanie to help her do? 

3.  What does Melanie ask to borrow?

4.  Why does Kate say she can't "keep anything" 
from Melanie?

5.  What did Kate just find out? 

6.  What hasn't Kate done yet?
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Vocabulary Match ✎
Match the words on the left to the definitions on the right.

1.  drop everything
2.  wheels
3.  tag along 
4.  jam-packed
5.  alone time 
6.  hoodie
7.  bum 
8.  suits
9.  bugging
10.  got word
11.  dorm
12.  rez 
13.  a bunch
14. drop a bombshell
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Vocabulary Gap ✎

1.  Another word for _______ is dormitory. 
     a. rez  b. doormat c. dormant d. resting

2.  It's cold in here. Could I bum a ________ from you? 
     a. tag b. hoodie c. bunch d. baggie
 
3.  It really bugs me that I don't have any _________ to come and visit 
     you. 
     a. times b. suits  c. wheels d. drives

4.  We were hoping for some alone time, but the restaurant was
      __________.
     a. jam b. jamming        c. jam-packed d. jelly

5.  I'll ___________ as soon as I get word that you need me.
     a. bombard    b. drop through      c. drop everything   d. bomb out

6.  My sister and her boyfriend dropped a ____________ on us at    
     Christmas. They're moving to Europe!
     a. bombshell b. line         c. pin  d. hint

My Life ☑

Discuss these questions with your class or 
write your responses in a journal entry.

1.  What's on your mind these days? 

2.  Do you have a best friend who can read 
      your mind? What physical changes show    
      when you are worried about something?

3.  What do you bum from your friends and 
      family members? 

4.  How would your parents feel if they heard
      you were going to live in a co-ed dorm?

Pair Activity ☑  You're keeping 
something from me, aren't you?

Choose a partner. Read the instructions for 
A or B. After the activity, switch roles.

A.  Pretend you and your partner are best 
       friends. Tell your best friend "part" of a  
       secret (made up or real). Leave an 
       important part of the story out. This part 
       should be an embarrassing part or a part 
       that you wish didn't happen. Wait until 
       your partner convinces you to share the 
       rest. 

B.   Your partner is going to tell you a secret.
       When your partner finishes the secret, 
       think about what he or she didn't tell you. 
       Say, "That's not the whole truth is it?" OR 
      "You're keeping something from me, aren't 
       you?" OR "There's more to the story, isn't 
       there?" Convince your partner to tell you  
       the missing part.  

  
   Stay Tuned: Episode #2 
    Kate gets dropped off at the co-ed dorm by her dad. Will she
    drop the bombshell? 
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a) go with others who are going
b) a car to drive
c) stop everything all of a sudden
d) no room for more
e) annoying
f) borrow
g) a sweater/hat combo
h) looks good or works well for someone
i) privacy
j) found out
k) suddenly tell something shocking
l) short for residence 
m)  a lot
n)   short for dormitory
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Comprehension Answers

1. Melanie thinks she needs her own wheels to go and see Kate at school. 
2. Kate asks Melanie to help her sit on the suitcase so that she can zip it up.
3. Melanie asks to borrow Kate's black hooded sweater. 
4. Melanie can tell by Kate's mood that something is bugging her. 
5. Kate just found out that she is going to be living in a co-ed dorm. 
6. Kate has not told her father that she is going to be living in a building with a bunch of guys. 

Teachersʼ Answer Key

Dialogue: Fill in the Blanks Answer

Melanie: I can't believe you're leaving for college tomorrow. Things aren't going to be the same around here. 
Kate: You're acting like I'm leaving the planet, Mel. The campus is only two hours away, remember?
Melanie: I know, but it's not like you'll be able to just drop everything and go shopping with me anymore. Besides, I don't have any 
wheels.
Kate: You can always tag along with my parents when they come up. 
Melanie: I know, but your schedule will probably be jam-packed. Plus, you and your mom are going to want your alone time.
Kate: I'll always have time for my best friend. Come on. Help me sit on my suitcase. I need to zip it up.
Melanie: Okay. Wait, did you pack your black hoodie in here?
Kate: No, it's in the closet. Why?  
Melanie: I was kind of hoping I could borrow it. I won't be able to bum any clothes from you for a while. 
Kate: It's all yours, Mel. It suits you better anyway. 
Melanie: Thanks, Kate. You know, you don't seem yourself today. Is something bugging you?
Kate: I can't keep anything from you, can I? 
Melanie: Well, what is it? 
Kate: I just got word that I got placed in a co-ed dorm. My first choice was the all-girls rez on campus, but I guess it was full. 
Melanie: A co-ed dorm? Really? How does your dad feel about you living with a bunch of guys? 
Kate: That's the thing. I haven't exactly dropped the bombshell yet.

Vocabulary Match

1. c! ! 2. b ! ! 3. a! ! 4. d! ! 5. i! ! 6. g! ! 7. f! ! 8. h! ! 9. e! !
10. j! ! 11. n! ! 12. l! ! 13. m      ! 14. k

Vocabulary Gap

1. a! ! 2. b ! ! 3. c! ! 4. c! ! 5. c! ! 6. a
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